Two perturbation methods for the non-Markovian quantum state diffusion (NMQSD) equation are investigated. The first perturbation method under investigation is based on a functional expansion of the NMQSD equation, while the second one expands the NMQSD equation in terms of the coupling strength. We have compared the advantages of the two methods based on bipartite systems where the accuracy of both perturbation methods can be examined by comparing the approximations with the exact solutions. Additionally, we provide an analytical solution for a special family of system's initial states, and the entanglement dynamics is discussed based on this solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Diósi-Gisin-Strunz non-Markovian quantum state diffusion (NMQSD) equation has provided a powerful tool in solving the dynamics of open quantum systems coupled to a non-Markovian environment [1] . For example, when the system-environment coupling is strong or the environment is structured, the non-Markovian dynamics of the system cannot be well described by a traditional Lindblad Markov master equation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, the Diósi-Gisin-Strunz NMQSD equation can be applied in these situations. For finite dimension quantum systems, such as multi-spin systems or N -level systems, an exact NMQSD equation has been derived [11] [12] [13] [14] . Problems involving continuous variable systems, such as quantum Brownian motion, were discussed in [15] [16] [17] . Moreover, recent work has extended the NMQSD equation to systems that are coupled to a fermionic environment [18] [19] [20] .
Solving NMQSD equations in a realistic situation is a challenging work. Therefore, a non-Markovian perturbation method based on the NMQSD equation is essential for practical applications and numerical implementations. Several perturbative methods such as the post-Markov approximation, the weak-coupling approximation, and the functional perturbation were proposed in [17, 21, 22 ] to tackle practical physics models including photonic band-gap material [23] , quantum dots [24] , chemical and biological systems [25] [26] [27] . However, the non-Markovian perturbation is still an under-developed theory due to complexity arising from interplays between the system-environment coupling and the intrinsic environmental structure. From many aspects, the physical meanings underlying the perturbative approach are unclear. For example, in the case of functional expansion, we still don't know the contribution of each term to the non-Markovian dynamics for the problem under consideration.
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the perturbation methods that can be applied to quantum systems in non-Markovian regime. While the environmental correlation time scale is close to the relaxation time of the system, and the coupling strength between the system and environment is strong, we consider the functional expansion for the NMQSD equation. The NMQSD equation and the corresponding master equation derived from such approximation can greatly reduce the difficulty in numerical simulation. The second perturbation approach discussed in this paper is based on the expansion of the coupling strength. If the coupling strength between the system and environment is weak, and the quantum memory time of the environment is long, we show the NMQSD equation derived from the weak-coupling assumption can well describe the dynamics of system in such non-Markov regime. A non-trivial but exactly solvable model is chosen as an example [11] , where both perturbation approaches are applied and compared to the exact solution.
The dynamics of entanglement under the perturbation approach is also discussed in this paper. Entanglement plays a key role in many promising applications in quantum information processing, quantum cryptography, and etc. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . We investigate the sensitivity of entanglement dynamics with respect to the perturbation applied. The relations among the entanglement dynamics, detuning between system and environment, and the quantum memory time of the environment are studied.
The paper is organized as follows. The exact NMQSD equation is briefly reviewed in Section II, we introduce the functional expansion and the weak-coupling expansion for the NMQSD equation, and discuss the relation between the two expansions. In Section III, the dissipative model is investigated as an example, where the exact solution from the NMQSD equation is given. The weak-coupling approximation and the zeroth-order approximation are applied and compared to the exact solution. An analytical solution for the master equation is derived for a certain group of initial states. In Section IV, based on the zeroth-order approximation, we discuss the dynamics of entanglement with the non-Markovian environment, including the generation at early stage, as well as the entanglement in the final state. The conclusion and outlook are presented in Section V.
II. NMQSD EQUATION AND PERTURBATION METHOD
A. The non-Markovian QSD equation
A system interacting with a bosonic environment can be described by the following Hamiltonian,
where H s and H b are the Hamiltonian of the system of interest and the bosonic environment respectively. The interaction between them is described by H int . L is the coupling operator, and λ is the dimensionless coupling strength. Through this paper we consider = 1. At zero temperature, the exact NMQSD equation is given by [1, 17, 21] ,
where 
B. Functional Expansion
In general, the O-operator contains the noise z * in a nonlocal way. Consider the functional expansion of the O-operator in terms of z *
Each term in the above expansion satisfies
with the initial conditionÔ 0 (t, t) = λL,Ô n (t, t, v 1 , ...v n ) = 0 for n ≥ 1. 
This commutation relation can be satisfied for some interesting cases, such as dephasing model or angular momentum model with multi-level atoms [12] . But in general, one should not expect the expansion could be terminated in any finite orders. Spin-boson model is an example with an infinite number of noise terms. A simple, yet useful, approximation for numerical calculations is to truncate the O-operator to the zeroth order of noisê
In this paper, we will systemically consider the correction to this zeroth-order approximation by introducing higher order of noise.
C. Expansion in terms of Coupling Strength
Similar to the perturbation theory in quantum mechanics, the expansion of O-operator can be made in terms of the coupling strength λ,Ô
If the interaction between the system and its environment is weak, which is true in many realistic cases, the weakcoupling approximation can be applied, where only the first several terms with lower orders of λ are considered. From the consistency condition Eq. (5), the equation of motion for each term in the expansion can be derived:
with the boundary conditionÔ
The solution of the first term in the above expansion is given byÔ
Note that the above equation does not contain noise z * t . However, the second term may contain noise, depending on the commutation relation [L,Ô
(1) (t, s)] is zero or not. Notably, the order of noise is only dependent on the commutator [L,Ô (n) (t, s, z * )], thus for eachÔ (n) associated with λ n , the order of noise contained is always lower than n.
D. Functional Expansion Versus Weak-Coupling Expansion
Given the two perturbation methods above, it is interesting to investigate the relation between the two expansions. The zeroth-order approximation can provide fairly accurate results for non-Markovian systems and greatly reduce the complexity of the numerical simulation. But the physical meaning behind the noise expansion is rarely discussed in details. On the contrary, the weak-coupling expansion has a clear physical interpretation. Therefore, by comparing the two expansions, we systematically shows the broad range of availability for the zeroth-order approximation. To achieve such purpose, we further expand each terms in the functional expansion in terms of the coupling strength,
Consider the zeroth-order approximation Eq. (10),Ô 0 (t, s) can be further expanded aŝ
Substituting this expansion into the consistency condition Eq. (7), we obtain ∂ ∂tÔ
With the initial conditionÔ 0 (t, t) = λL,Ô
Note that the first term in the further expansion ofÔ 0 is the same as the first term in the weak-coupling expansion, i.e. O
0 =Ô (1) . Therefore, the approximationÔ(t, s, z * ) ≈Ô 0 (t, s) is typically better thanÔ (1) (t, s), since the the later term is already included in the zeroth-order expansion. However, as discussed in Sec. II C, in general,Ô (2) (t, s, z * ) may contain linear noise, thus it is not conclusive thatÔ 0 (t, s) defined in the functional expansion is always better than the second-order weak-coupling expansion. Nonetheless, for certain models where the condition [L,Ô
(1) (t, s)] = 0 holds, thenÔ (2) (t, s, z * ) = 0. For these models,Ô 0 (t, s) in the functional expansion will be more accurate than the second-order weak-coupling expansion of the O-operator.
Consider a system consisting of an atom with m levels, the Hamiltonian can be given with a set of basis operators,
where
where ω is the energy difference between two neighboring levels. The first termÔ (1) in the expansion can be solved with
the solution is alwaysÔ (2) (t, s, z * ) = 0 due to the boundary condition. Subsequently,Ô (3) must be noise-free. Therefore, any remaining noise terms must be proportional to λ 4 or higher order (as shown in Eq. (11)). This conclusion can be trivially generalized to the case of multiple atoms.
B ] = 0 for different atoms A and B, the conclusion for the approximation still holds.
The relation between the weak-coupling and the functional expansion is summarized in Table. I. Each column in the table represents a term in the functional expansion Eq. (6), which is further expanded in terms of coupling strength λ. Each row represents a term in the coupling strength expansion Eq. (14) . Note each termÔ (m) n in the expansion may contains noise, but the order of the noise associated with each term here can never go higher than the order of λ, thus the entries in up-right corner of the table are all zeros. The exact O-operator contains all the non-zero terms in this table. Though it is still unclear about the convergence property of two expansions, our example shows that the functional expansion always includes more terms than the same order coupling-strength expansion. Namely, for the given order the functional expansion typically gives rise to a better approximation than the coupling-strength expansion. Some details about this comparison will be given below in our discussions on a dissipative model. 
III. TWO-QUBIT DISSIPATIVE MODEL A. Exact Solution for Bipartite System
Based on the equation of motion for the O-operator given in the previous section, here we present the NMQSD for a specific example. The model considered here is two uncoupled qubits interacting with a common dissipative bosonic environment. From this example, the exact NMQSD is available and the O-operator contains only linear noise, so that we can examined the accuracy for each approximation. The Hamiltonian is given by
, and for simplicity we consider ω A = ω B = ω s (the model with different frequencies can be solved similarly). The exact O-operator in the NMQSD equation can be found in the functional expansion,
We choose the spectrum of the environment to be Lorentz-type
From the consistency condition, the equations for coefficients F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 can be derived,
where ∆ = ω s − Ω is the detuning between the system and environment. The dynamics of the system can be exactly solved by numerically simulating the exact NMQSD equation.
B. Weak-coupling Approximation
If the coupling strength λ is small, the NMQSD equation obtained from the weak-coupling approximation can well describe the dynamics of the quantum open system. From Sec. II C the first five terms of the O-operator are given bŷ
, where f n (t, s, z * t ), g n (t, s, z * t ), h n (t, s, z * t ) are time dependent coefficients that can be solved from Eq. (12) . The details of the derivation are shown in Appendix A. We can show for n = 1, 2, ..., ∞,
which indicate that only the first-order noise exists inÔ(t, s, z * ) and they only associate with even orders of λ, as discussed in Sec. II D. This result is consistent with the exact solution. Fig. 1 plots the concurrence evolution [40] with different orders of coupling strength truncations (dashed lines) compared to the exact solution (solid lines). As λ decreases, the approximate NMQSD equation becomes more accurate. The initial state of the system in Fig. 1 is |01 , which will result in an entangled final state. Notably, the entanglement generated at early stage can be higher than that of the final state. The figures on the upper panel show the case when the coupling is strong (γ = 0.8ω s ), and the approximate result is closer to the exact solution if we include more terms in the expansion of O-operator. Though the non-Markovian feature at early stage is preserved, the residue entanglement calculated from the weak-coupling approximation is different from the exact solution. In the figures on the lower panel, the coupling strength λ is 0.6, which can still be considered as strong coupling regime, the result is already improved. In this example γ is chosen to be 0.6ω s , which introduces more pronounced non-Markovian feature to the dynamics. The accuracy of the weakcoupling approximation is also related to the quantum memory time γ −1 of the bath, but less sensitive comparing to γ. In the Markov limit γ → ∞,Ō(t) = λŌ (1) (t) = λL, and all other terms will vanish.
C. Zeroth-Order Approximation
The second approximation investigated is the zeroth-order approximation based on the functional expansion Eq. (10) . For the dissipative model, the exact O-operator is given by Eq. (22) . When the zeroth-order approximation 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 is applied, the noise term to be truncated is given byŌ 1 
It is easy to check that the operatorŌ 1 annihilates the following vectors |01 , |10 , |00 . For this dissipative model, the population in the |11 state can never increase (See Appendix B). Therefore, the noise term in the O-operator will not affect the initial states that do not contain |11 . Since the main purpose here is to discuss the accuracy of the approximation, we will consider the worst scenario where the initial state is |11 , which should result in the most significant deviation from the exact solution. The accuracy is examined by comparing the entanglement dynamics calculated from the approximated NMQSD and the exact NMQSD equation Eq. (4). As shown in Fig. 2 , when the initial state contains |11 state, the results from the exact NMQSD and the approximated NMQSD show minor difference, since the noise termÔ 1 (t, s, z * ) in the O-operator contains further non-Markovian features. In Fig. 2 (a) , the generated concurrence calculated from the exact NMQSD is preserved longer than in Fig. 2 (b) , where the results are from the approximated NMQSD equation. Note the generated concurrence is not monotonically related to the memory time. This interesting non-Markovian feature is captured by the approximate NMQSD equation. This example has shown that the zeroth-order expansion is a very good approximation for the dissipative model in non-Markov regime.
To further investigate the zeroth-order approximation, we derive the corresponding non-Markovian master equatioṅ
The accuracy of the above master equation is examined in Fig. 3 , where the difference measured by the fidelity is calculated for ρ s (t) obtained from the exact NMQSD and that from the approximated master equation Eq. (30) . The initial state is again chosen to be |11 state, which is sensitive to our approximation. As expected, the accuracy is shown to be proportional to γ. That is, the approximation is better in stronger Markov regime or weaker coupling strength. However, even in the non-Markovian regime with a strong coupling constant, the approximation is still very close to the exact solution. The difference is measured by fidelity, as shown in Fig. (3) , where the lowest fidelity is around 0.986. Next we consider a set of special initial states where the population in |11 is zero. Note that the population in |11 state will decay exponentially, thus any initial states will evolve into this set of states. Under such initial condition, the form of the RDM will remain as
An analytical solution of the above RDM can be derived, as shown in Appendix B. The concurrence for the RDM in such a form is given by
. R 23 (t), I 23 (t) are the real and imaginary part of ρ 23 respectively. The superscript "0" here stands for the initial value. From the analytical solution, the dynamics of the matrix elements in the RDM can be completely described by the function A(t). The exponential decay rate is proportional to γ 2 , while the oscillation is determined by the detuning ∆ and γ together. These oscillation terms are responsible for the non-monotonic dynamics of the RDM at early times. Fig. 4 compares the results from the master equation and the exact NMQSD, respectively, where the initial population of |11 is zero. It is shown that the results are consistent with each other perfectly. The accuracy of the approximation under these initial states is independent of the environmental parameters like γ, Ω. 
IV. ENTANGLEMENT ASSISTED BY NON-MARKOVIAN BATH A. Entanglement Generation at Early Stage
At early stage, the entanglement dynamics is greatly affected by the memory effect of the environment. The back reaction from the environment can greatly enhance the generation of entanglement, especially when the memory time of the environment γ −1 is long. Fig. 5(a) shows the generation of entanglement from the separable initial state |10 , the final entangled state has concurrence C = 0.5. The maximum instantaneous concurrence generated at early stage can benefit from the strong non-Markovian environment. Interestingly, due to the delayed responds from the environment, the speed of the generation is inversely promotional to the environmental memory time γ −1 . The speed of the generation is slower with longer memory time for the environment. Moreover, the entanglement generated needs longer time to settle down to the steady state.
Another coefficient affects the dynamics of the system is the detuning ∆, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . For the dissipative model, the environment interact with the system by consuming energy. Therefore in the resonant case, the system will quickly approach its steadyl state with small fluctuations. As detuning increases, the influence from the environment is weaker. Thus a stronger generation of entanglement and other non-Markovian behaviors can be observed.
B. Entanglement Residue in the Long Time Limit
In the long-time limit, the steady state of the system may become entangled depending on the initial states of the system [11, 38] . Consider the long-time limit t ≫ τ S , where τ S is the relaxation time of the system, from the dynamic equations in Appendix B, the RDM will have the following form:
The value of r is given by
Thus, we find a direct relation between the initial state and the concurrence of the final state,
This result provides a very useful way of identifying a set of "good" initial separable states that can produce desired entangled steady states. Obviously, if the final entangled states are of interest, then the initial entangled states are not always a good choice. For example, the steady of the Bell state |ψ = 1 √ 2 (|11 ± |00 ) will have zero concurrence.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have discussed two perturbative expansions for the NMQSD equation. A comparison between the two expansions is presented, and the accuracy of the corresponding approximations is evaluated based on the temporal evolution of two-qubit open systems. We systematically study the validity of the two approximations of the O-operator, where the determination of O-operator is essential for efficiently simulating the non-Markovian quantum open systems. The functional expansion can generally give more accurate description of the dynamics regardless of the coupling strength compared with the weak-coupling approximation. However, a cut-off on the noise terms in the Ooperator may fail to capture some non-Markovian features such as faster coherence decay or lack of the entanglement generation. Generally, the higher order noise terms correspond to higher order weak coupling approximation in terms of the coupling strength λ. Particularly, for the dissipative model, the noise terms will correspond to λ 4 , which means the zeroth-order approximation will be very accurate under such a circumference. In addition, we have derived a non-Markovian master equation from the approximated NMQSD equation, from which we obtained an analytical solution. As an application of our perturbation approaches, we have discussed how the entanglement generation is related to environmental memory, coupling strength and detuning. As a future project, we will study the higher-order perturbation and non-Markovian corrections for more generic systems. 
NoteÔ (3) must be noise free sinceÔ (2) = 0. Thus assumeÔ (3) (t, s) = f 
ThenÔ 5 (t, s) = f 
